Abstract-This work studies the problem of design of discrete-time nonlinear observers in the presence of exogenous disturbances.
INTRODUCTION
ECHNICAL limitations and/or high cost of sensors result in the non-availability of all state variables for direct on-line measurement, and this creates the need for on-line state estimation. Furthermore, the operation of a process or plant is subject to time-varying disturbances, associated with changes in key process parameters or improper operation of sensing instruments. For this reason, in addition to monitoring the state variables, there is a definite practical need for detection and estimation of disturbances.
T
The problem of combined state and disturbance estimation can be conceptually formulated as a state estimation problem for an extended system. In the case of linear systems, the well-known Luenberger observer offers a comprehensive solution. More specifically, in industrial applications of combined state and disturbance estimation, the Luenberger observer is designed and implemented in a modular configuration, consisting of an observer for the disturbance-free part of the system and, on top of it, a disturbance estimator and a state-estimate corrector ( [3] ).
The purpose of the present work is to develop a systematic discrete-time nonlinear observer design method for state and disturbance estimation, so that the resulting observer possesses the modular configuration that is sought for in practice. The discrete-time nonlinear observer design problem will be formulated within the general framework of exact observer linearization ( [1] , [2] , [5] , [8] - [11] ), and in particular, following the invariant-manifold formulation, originally proposed in [5] and further developed in [10] , [11] .
The theoretical developments and results of the present paper leading to the discrete-time modular observer design are exactly parallel to the continuous-time modular observer of [7] .
After a review of basic results on discrete-time observer linearization and their implication on the problem of simultaneous state and disturbance estimation, the modular observer will be defined and characterized in terms of appropriate invariance conditions. Necessary and sufficient conditions for exact linearization with eigenvalue assignment will be derived, leading to a step-by-step design procedure for the modular observer. It will be shown that the proposed discrete-time modular observer design is feasible whenever the corresponding simultaneous design is feasible. Moreover, it will be shown that, when this observer is applied to linear systems, the proposed modular design generates the standard modular Luenberger observer.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a discrete-time nonlinear dynamic system
that represents the dynamics of a process, where is the process state vector, is the vector of measurements and is the vector of unmeasurable disturbances. The dynamics of the disturbances is generated by the exosystem
The problem of state and disturbance estimation is the one of estimating both the process states and the disturbances w given on-line measurements of . If one considers the extended system consisting of (1) and (2), i.e.
the problem of state and disturbance estimation becomes a standard state estimation problem for system (3) , where the state of (3) must be estimated from on-line measurements of . x w ª º « » ¬ ¼ y The effect of disturbances is often neglected by engineers, whenever their magnitude is viewed to be small relative to the other variables affecting the operation of the process. In this case, process dynamics is approximately represented as
where represents the "disturbance-free" process state, i.e. the process state when df x w 0 . When the effect of disturbances can be neglected, (4) can be used as the basis for designing an observer. This is the most convenient approach from an engineering point of view, since it simplifies the observer equations and implementation. When disturbances are large enough so that they must be accounted for, engineers still want to monitor process state estimates obtained from (4) ("disturbance-free part of the system"), together with disturbance estimates and estimates of the process states that account for disturbances ("corrected state estimates"). In practice, a typical industrial implementation of a linear Luenberger observer for state and disturbance estimation has the structure of Figure 1 The observer of Figure 1 has a modular structure: there is a basic observer for the disturbance-free part of the system and, on top of it, there is a disturbance observer. The disturbance estimate is used to correct the state estimate that was computed from the disturbance-free part of the system.
The modular configuration generates two sets of state estimates, one neglecting disturbances and another accounting for disturbances, and their comparison can be useful from a process monitoring point of view. Moreover, it gives the process engineer the flexibility of turning on or off the disturbance observer, or using alternative disturbance observers based on different assumptions on the nature of disturbances.
For continuous-time systems, the problem of simultaneous state and disturbance estimation in non-modular structure was recently studied in [6] , in the context of exact observer linearization ( [4] ). A modular form of this continuous-time state and disturbance observer was developed in [7] . The present paper will develop a modular observer design method for discretetime nonlinear systems, in a way that is parallel to the continuous-time modular observer in [7] .
In the proposed discrete-time modular observer design method, the observer for the disturbance-free part of the system will be designed first and then the disturbance observer plus state-estimate corrector will be designed. The observer error linearization approach ( [5] ) will be utilized for both steps of the design, for eigenvalue assignment.
III. BACKGROUND
Definition 1: Given a dynamic system
where , the system
where , is called an
has the property that
x ; x is an invariant manifold. In particular, when ; is the identity map, (6) is called an identity observer.
In the above definition, the requirement that x is an invariant manifold of (7), i.e. that x ;
; ! , translates to the following condition:
In the special case of identity observer, the above condition collapses to
In the observer linearization design method, the observer is chosen so that it can be transformed to a linear system z(k 1) Az(k) By(k) ( 1 0 ) with A, B being and matrices respectively and A having pre-assigned eigenvalues, under an appropriate coordinate transformation. Considering the case of identity observer for reasons of simplicity, and denoting by n x n n x p z x T
( 1 1 ) a coordinate transformation that maps
to (10), one immediately concludes that the transformation of (12) to (10) will be feasible if and only if
Applying condition (13) for y h x and using (9), it follows that
Combining (13) with (14), it follows that
( 1 6 ) The following Proposition summarizes the result of the above derivation:
Proposition 1: Given , it is possible to find * u that satisfies condition (9) and a coordinate transformation that maps (12) to (10) 
if and only if there exists an invertible function that satisfies the linear functional equation (LFE)
Assuming that such a function T exists, the choice
satisfies condition (9) and makes (12) transformable to (10) via the coordinate transformation
The result of Proposition 1 reduces the problem of observer linearization to the one of solving the LFE (16). Alternative local solvability conditions for (17) are available in the literature ( [5] , [10] 
and, assuming that it admits an invertible solution, the observer has the form ,
Note that the computational effort in the observer design can be somewhat reduced if is taken to be block-diagonal, with , :
f (x, w),s(w) A x, w B h x, w c c K K
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2, we have 
IV. MODULAR OBSERVER
In the present section, a modular design of an observer for system (3) will be developed, as an alternative to the "simultaneous" design outlined in the previous section.
The proposed modular observer will consist of two distinct parts. An identity observer for the disturbance-free part of the system (system (4)), followed by a disturbance observer together with a corrector for the state estimate. The identity observer for the disturbance-free part of the system will have the form 0 x(k 1)
x(k), y(k) * ( 2 4 ) whereas the disturbance observer and corrector will have the form The following Proposition is an immediate consequence of Definition 1, applied to the modular structure considered here. 
wˆˆx , w , h x, w , w s w * b
ˆ
We can now proceed with the design of the modular observer via linearization and eigenvalue assignment. The rationale of the previous section will be followed, while adhering to the modular structure of (24)-(26). The conclusion is that the modular design of the observer reduces to solvability of three FE's, (31) for , In the next section, it will be shown that if the LFE's (22) and (23) for simultaneous design are locally solvable, then FE's (28) and (35) for modular design are also solvable.
Proposition 5: It is possible to find that satisfies (27) and a coordinate transformation that maps (24) to
m p m 0 : \ \ \ * u o(30)
T being an invertible function that satisfies (31).

It is possible to find that satisfies (29) and a coordinate transformation that maps the dynamics of (24) and (25) to
m p w : A \ \ \ \ * u u o m A 0 0 0 0 z (k 1) A 0 z (k) B y(k) zǯ(k 1) 0 Aǯ zǯ(k) Bǯ ª º ª ºª º ª º « » « »« » « » ¬ ¼ ¬ ¼¬ ¼ ¬ ¼(Applying (37) for y h x,w ,w b and taking into account (29), it follows that ) must satisfy LFE (35).
V. MODULAR VERSUS SIMULTANEOUS DESIGN
The following proposition provides the solution of the modular observer design problem if the solution of the simultaneous design problem is available. 
The system (40) and the observer (41) were simulated under the following initial conditions:
These account for a step change in the disturbance from 0 to 1, while the process state is initially away from equilibrium. In the first plot in Figure 3 , the response of the process state is compared with two alternative state estimates -one neglecting the disturbance ( x ), and one accounting for it ( ). Neglecting the disturbance gives rise to a permanent error (offset). The corrector part of the modular observer provides the necessary correction to completely eliminate the offset.
x
The second plot compares the applied step disturbance with the disturbance estimate. The disturbance observer part of the modular observer quickly detects the presence of the step disturbance and accurately estimates it without permanent error. 4 9 ) where is the solution of
